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In relation to representing the CFM (Centre for music) I thought that I would create a hub for musical creators to be 
represented and to help them connect with one another. I thought that the best ways to do so would be to review their 
music on a blog and to interview them. So I created www.Instrumentalist.uk, which is a space where I can review, write 
about and interview musicians to help expand their network and the network of the CFM.  
 
Music Reviews. I started off the blog by reviewing music from people I know:  
 
Feux - Wide Awake ft Loraxx 
 
Taken from Feux’s recent Album PURE NINE - Wide Awake brings a mellow vibe backed by uplifting lyrics. Feux brings 
a catchy melody to the hook which allows the listener to drift into the sound of his voice and the beat together, which is 
the perfect lead up to Loraxx’s entry. With a deep tone and a calming nature Loraxx comes in with an introspective 
verse about his mission as a musician. This is a beautifully positive song leaving the listener with thoughts of nostalgia 
whilst, at the same time, hope for the future.  

Teeze, Lechani and Noga Bedo - Bubbles  

Lifted from Teeze's debut album, MediTape, Bubbles allows the listener to drift into the calming voices of Lechani and 
Noga Bedo, who maintain their verses in what seems like natural conversation, all the while outlining the beauty of the 
French language. Meanwhile, Teeze, provides an instrumental so pleasing to the ear you could almost drift into the 
wheat field that the trio are seen to be relaxing in these candid visuals.  

Verb T & Ill-informed - City Limits Ft. Chillman : 

Lifted from Verb T & Ill-informed’s upcoming Album “The Land Of The Foggy Skies” City, Limits ft In The Balance 
Records’ heavyweight Chillman is the perfect listen for a long journey. Verb T’s natural tone complemented by the 
soulful jazz samples from Ill-informed allows the track to roll over each bar as smooth as silk. Chillman’s entrance to the 
song is perfectly expected, lyrically making you think whilst his relaxing cadence allows you to picture his words. 

Riski - Pheasant Plucker (Prod. Sol)  

Pre Riski’s EP released YESTERDAY. He released this gem, with visuals from DVA films and production from Sol, Riski 
continues to show his jester-like personality. Paying homage to the pheasant plucker tongue twister -  “ I am not the 
pheasant plucker, I’m the pheasant pluckers son” etc. - Riski puts his spin on things and is seen to be feasting on a 
dead pheasant amongst comrades, in what could only be described as a historic banquet in an eery setting. Riski hits a 
tone that compliments the beat with tongue-in-cheek lyrics that are not for the faint-hearted.  

Axel Holy - Let It Go (Prod. Jack Danz)  

From the recent Baileys Brown/Axel Holy album, Wonderworld, “Let It Go” boasts punchy rhyme schemes from Axel 
Holy over a gritty beat produced by Jack Danz. With Axel Holy’s catchy flow patterns combined with Jack Danz’s 
mystifying sound, the duo make it impossible for the listener not to bob their head along. Visuals from well-established 
Animators - Monsta Animation, really puts the cherry on top and allows this song to come to life from all angles.  

 

 

In writing these articles and placing them in this space, the CFM is promoted to these artists and their followers. After 
reviewing the singles, I decided to sit down and interview some of the artists.  

 

 

 

Here I discuss with artist: Teeze, his thoughts on creating his new album.  

Yo Teeze, Thanks for talking to Instrumentalist UK! How’s it going? 

Chilllinn, busy, but that’s my fuel.  

In the making of Meditape what concepts did you explore when formulating the idea for the album?  

When I started producing back when I turned 16 in January 2017, I had an idea in mind of making something of a tape. I 
wasn’t sure how it was gonna look or sound, but I set an objective.  

Throughout the years I was experimenting with my sound, and slowly a narrative came with it. The concept of the album 
representing a day came along pretty early on, and with it, the idea of having the intro and outro tracks named Sunrise 
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and Sunset. I’ve always loved to tell a story through art, and I think naturally I was leaning towards an album that would 
carry a storyline. I’m a huge fan of Tarantino and the way he tells a story, using the collection of fragments to bring a 
bigger story to life. This inspired me a lot to find a way to tell the story I had in mind. I’ll always try to tell a story in my 
music, because there’s so many ideas, feelings and storylines to be explored. 

The story of MediTape shaped and changed a lot throughout the process. The main story on the album is about Loraxx 
and Lechani exploring this new MediTape universe. The first thing you hear on the album is a suitcase flying through 
Lechani’s window. This suitcase represents MediTape in its physical form. When I was in New York I was carrying 
around the suitcase with all the recording equipment we needed to set up shop wherever we wanted. This improved the 
workflow a lot and helped get stuff done more quickly because now, everyone didn’t always have to come to my spot to 
record some stuff. I would pull up to people’s apartments and set up the recording studio out of the suitcase. People 
started to recognise me from the suitcase, and its appearance started becoming MediTape. 

In the first track Sunrise, Loraxx opens the case and sees a big button. Whilst Lechani is telling him he shouldn’t press 
it, he does and they both get sucked into this new universe. Throughout the album, they meet new characters and 
inhabitants of this world. They start to familiarise themselves with the varying values and lessons they encounter. 
Sunset is the conclusion to this journey with the two being spat out of the world, back into Lechani’s bedroom. After 
shortly realising this, they snapped back into reality, you can hear a clicking noise which is Loraxx trying to press the 
same button that got them into the universe. Unfortunately, it doesn’t work. However, the listener can run the experience 
back as many times as they want. 

Each track has a featured artist except for the (intro) Sunrise and the (outro) Sunset. Can you tell us your 
thoughts behind this?  

The reason for this was that I wanted to create a world that bursts with life and energy in contrast to the ‘reality’ in this 
story. Sunrise is the first track where Loraxx and Lechani are still in the ‘real’ world, so I wanted it to be a dry intro, to 
showcase how it blows up as soon as they step foot into this new realm, with After Sunrise being the second track but 
the first song of the album. 

Sunset is a dreamy conclusion to this experience, and I wanted to have a moment of reflection and rest. It’s a very 
personal track to me because suddenly after 12 tracks of other people taking the stage, all attention is focused on me 
through my guitar. I wanted to grab that moment and close it off with my last words, followed up by Loraxx and Lechani 
being kicked out of the universe.  

At the end, you can hear me asking if they’re alright after walking into Lechani’s room, stating that I made them some 
breakfast. This means that a whole day passed away inside the suitcase, but in the outside world it was still an early 
morning.  

Do you have a favourite song from the Album, If so, which one and why?  

Haha, this is a sticky one. I love every song equally, but I think that The Garden stands closest to my heart. Reason 
being is, first of all, the story revolves around this track. The 4th track Whats da Vision? raises a question to the listener 
and to Loraxx and Lechani as the main characters moving through this world.  

The answer to this question is The Garden, track number 6. It’s an ode to life and awareness of vulnerability. In these 
times, our planet is suffering, with nature vanishing at the speed of light. With The Garden, I envisioned a snapshot of 
the most insane scene of nature while it still lasts. That’s why there’s almost this slight eerie touch to it, because even 
though it seems all birds and bees, we are losing touch with what it means to be free in a sacred place like this. This is 
why it’s the only track on the album that has a meditative sound to link it to the album title, becoming its centre attention 
point. It’s at the core of all life in that universe. See it as the heart of it.  

How long did the project take to finalise?  

The project how it is, started with Kick Back, track 11. Loraxx, Lechani and I started working on this track on the 8th of 
November of 2019. We released it on the 13th of December that year. Throughout the next months, I was in Rotterdam 
a bit, London for a week, New York almost two months, which eventually led into a one-way ticket back home to 
Rotterdam due to the lockdown. This is where I spent every day in my room figuring this shit out from mid-March until 
late June. The project was released on July 20th 2020.  

What can we expect from Teeze in the future?  

A whole lot more music with a lot more people! Right now, we’re preparing something that we worked on during the 
summer called ‘Roadrunnas’. A 5 song EP, together with Loraxx, Lechani and Noga Bedo. 

Besides that, I’ve been making 10 compositions for a meditation app named PAZ, that’ll be released there exclusively.  

On the side of all that, there’s something very interesting simmering that I can’t say much about right now (new album) 
but trust me there’s a whole bunch of stuff coming your way in 2021. 

 

 



What were your influences when beginning your journey as a Musician? 

Growing up, my parents were playing a wide variety of music in the house, with Raphael Saadiq and Q-Tip standing out 
the most to me. Ranging from the classics to more underground stuff, I quickly started to develop my own taste, and the 
first album I bought was 2001 by Dre. 

A whole universe opened up and my obsession was founded. Countless hours on YouTube and MTV got me to 
discover some of my favourite artists, with Tyler, the Creator stepping on the main stage. He showed me that there’s no 
time to doubt yourself and that nobody should care about negative opinions. He gave me confidence in my music and, 
in terms of appreciation of life and certain decisions in my music, I owe a lot to him.  

Who would you love to work with in the future?  

Oof, there’s a very long list so it’s hard to pick just one, but if I was able to work on something with Piero Umiliani, if he 
were still alive, that would be the wildest thing that ever happened in my life.  

Lockdown has been tough for everyone, what have you done to help yourself through it?  

During the first lockdown, I was working on MediTape every day. To be quite frank, I look back at those early months 
with a great satisfaction. It allowed me to sit and work out every little detail that came up in my head. Now that we’re still 
in some type of confinement, live performances are still not up and running, which is a pain. 

However, we have to strive and make the best of every situation, so best believe there’s a lot of music and ideas that’ve 
been moving around here through Downtime Studios! 

Instrumentalist UK, a blog working hand in hand with the UWE Centre For Music.  

 


